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Abstract 

Ever more companies are recognizing the benefits of closed-loop supply chains that integrate product 
returns into business operations. IBM has been among the pioneers seeking to unlock the value 
dormant in these resources. We report on a project exploiting product returns as a source of spare 
parts. Key decisions include the choice of recovery opportunities to use, the channel design, and the 
coordination of alternative supply sources. We developed an analytic inventory control model and a 
simulation model to address these issues. Our results show that procurement cost savings largely 
outweigh reverse logistics costs and that information management is key to an efficient solution. Our 
recommendations provide a basis for significantly expanding the usage of the novel parts supply 
source, which allows for cutting procurement costs. 
 
 

1. Introduction 

The traditional view of a supply chain, reflected by numerous textbooks and company web sites, refers 
to a linear structure, conveying goods from suppliers to manufacturers, wholesalers, retailers, and 
finally to the consumer. Yet many examples prove this picture to be over simplistic. Today’s 
companies co-operate as complex, general networks rather than one-dimensional ‘chains’. In 
particular, these networks involve several types of goods flows upstream the traditional supply chain, 
such as returns of overstocks, service parts, and reusable packaging. The management of these product 
flows has been denoted by reverse logistics. 

A class of ‘reverse’ goods flows that has been gaining particular importance concerns returns of used 
products at the end of their normal lifecycle. Companies have been discovering used products as a 
valuable resource. A scale of recovery options, including refurbishing, remanufacturing, and recycling 
may allow for recapturing significant shares of the original value added and/or material value, thereby 
opening the route to extended profits [Thierry et al., 1995]. Additional benefits arise through improved 
corporate citizenship and compliance with environmental regulation. The sum of these factors has 
given rise to numerous business opportunities for original equipment manufacturers (OEM), 
specialized remanufacturers and recyclers, and logistics service providers. 

At the same time, reverse logistics has been attracting growing interest from academia, as documented 
by a quickly expanding body of literature [see e.g. Guide and Van Wassenhove, 2002]. The European 
Union has recognized the impact of reverse logistics by sponsoring a major 5-year research co-
operation in this field [REVLOG, 2002]. The study presented in the sequel has made part of this 
initiative. 

Initially, literature has focused very much on understanding the particular logistics requirements of 
‘upstream’ goods flows. In the meantime however, the segregation into ‘forward’ and ‘reverse’ flows  
has made room for a more comprehensive approach, considering an ensemble of interrelated inbound 
and outbound flows, denoted as ‘closed-loop supply chains’. The case of IBM that we present in this 
paper underlines the necessity of such a holistic perspective. We address the integration of used 
equipment returns as a supply source into spare parts management. While rotable spares systems have 
been common practice since long, they typically concern flows on a part level only. In contrast, the 
exploitation of returned used machines as a source of spares is a fairly novel avenue. While 
representing an important savings potential, this source also induces significant challenges. In 
particular, machine returns are uncertain and therefore difficult to coordinate with other parts supply 
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sources. The goal of our project was to help IBM master these challenges and establish dismantling of 
used equipment as a regular source of spare parts. 

 

2. Reverse Logistics at IBM 

We anchor our project by reviewing IBM’s overall reverse logistics activities. The electronics industry 
has been a key sector in the emergence of closed-loop supply chains for value added recovery. Ever 
expanding market volumes on the one hand and short product lifecycles on the other hand are resulting 
in huge amounts of used products being disposed of. In this light, it comes as no surprise that 
electronic waste has been a prime target of environmental regulation (see e.g. NVMP [2002] or 
EU[2000]). At the same time, modular product designs and the limited extent of mechanical ‘wear and 
tear’ sustain the reusability of electronic products and components. Together, both developments result 
in a significant value recovery potential in this sector.  

IBM has been among the pioneers recognizing and exploiting these opportunities. Since long, valuable 
products and components are being recaptured from streams of post-customer equipment. Today 
IBM’s business activities involve a variety of ‘reverse’ product flows [IBM, 2000]: Considering the 
value recovery potential, the most attractive class concerns end-of-lease equipment. To date, leases 
account for some 35% of IBM's total hardware sales. In addition, IBM has implemented take-back 
programs in several countries in North America, Europe, and Asia, which allow business customers to 
return used products for free or for a small fee. The most traditional class of ‘reverse’ flows concerns 
rotable spare parts. Keeping spares in a closed loop by repairing defective replacement parts from the 
field has been a key element of IBM’s service business. Our study addresses the interface between this 
spare parts system and the return stream of complete machines. Before zooming in on this aspect, let 
us complete our quick tour d’horizon of IBM’s reverse logistics activities. 

Dis-
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materials
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machinespartsmaterials
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Figure 1: Return dispositioning at IBM includes reuse options on a machine, parts, and material level
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Given its experience, IBM has played an important role in giving shape to industry-wide take-back 
systems of consumer electronics, in response to environmental regulation. Since individual collection 
per manufacturer proves inefficient for low value consumer returns, co-operative industry-wide 
solutions are prevalent for this market sector. In the Netherlands, for example, IBM supports a system 
organized by the Dutch association of information and communication technology producers, in order 
to comply with product take-back legislation [NVMP, 2002]. In the USA a different system for 
consumer returns has recently been implemented. In this case, IBM customers can purchase a 
recycling service together with any new PC, which allows them later to return the equipment by UPS 
to a recycling center where it is either prepared for donation to charities or broken down into 
recyclable materials [IBM, 2000]. 

Recognizing the growing importance of reverse logistics flows, IBM assigned the responsibility for 
managing all product returns worldwide to a dedicated business unit in 1998, named Global Asset 
Recovery Services (GARS). The main goal of this organization is to manage the dispositioning of 
returned items and thereby to maximize the total value recovered. To this end, GARS operates some 
25 facilities all over the globe where returns are collected, inspected, and assigned to an appropriate 
recovery option. See Figure 1 for an illustration of the different alternatives. Specifically, GARS 
assesses which equipment may be remarketable, either ‘as is’ or after a refurbishment process. For this 
purpose, IBM operates nine refurbishment centers worldwide, each dedicated to a specific product 
range. Internet auctions, both on IBM's own Web site and on public sites have become an important 
sales channel for remanufactured equipment. Yet, ever shorter product lifecycles are limiting the 
reusability of equipment as a whole. Therefore, IBM is considering reuse on a component level as an 
alternative that may help maximize the revenue generated from the return stream. In particular, 
dismantling used equipment provides a potential source of spare parts for the service network. It is this 
option that we address in detail in this paper. In addition, generic components may be sold on the open 
market. The remainder of the return stream is broken down into recyclable material fractions, which 
are sold to external recyclers. In this way, landfilling is limited to a few percent of the overall input 
volume. 

 

3. The Dismantling Channel 

The option of dismantling used equipment to extract valuable components such as hard-disc 
assemblies, cards, and boards as spare parts is exploiting the fact that spare parts, in general, have a 
much longer economic and technical lifecycle than the corresponding original products: service 
contracts that generate a need for parts extend years beyond the period that a product type is 
manufactured or that it may be remarketable as a whole. Moreover, individual components of a 
returned machine may still be well-functioning even if the performance of the product as a whole is 
unacceptable. 

IBM’s dismantling operation came into being as an incidental, opportunity-driven activity. When 
preparing obsolete end-of-lease equipment for scrapping, the engineers preserved a few high-value 
components, such as expensive cards or hard-discs, which they knew were of value to the service 
business. These components could then be added to the stock of defective replacement parts awaiting 
testing and repair within the aforementioned spare parts loop. Since the parts management system did 
not support this spontaneous supply, some administrative detour had to be taken to make the additional 
parts ‘visible’ to the system. To this end, the dismantling parts were kept track of as a distinct stock. 
Whenever the planning system’s MRP engine issued an order for this part type on the repair or the 
new buy channel, this order was cancelled manually and replaced by an order on the dismantling 
stock. Figure 2 illustrates these processes. 

Gradually, dismantling has been recognized as a potential savings opportunity of a larger scale. The 
actual disassembly of a given part from a returned machine is fairly inexpensive. The main costs of 
this supply source concern a thorough test process, which assures that all parts entering the service 
network meet given quality standards. Yet these costs are significantly lower, in general, than buying a 
new part. Net savings may amount to up to 80%. Cost differences with the traditional repair channel 
are less prominent. Yet savings may be realized since parts from dismantling are not necessarily 
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Figure 2: Dismantling returned machines provides an additional source of spare parts 

defective, in contrast with returned replacement parts, and therefore provide a higher yield. The 
attractiveness of the dismantling channel from a cost perspective is counterweighed by its uncertain 
availability, which complicates a reliable planning. 

As volumes were growing, the limitations of the above dismantling policy were becoming apparent. 
Above all, the missing IT system support hampers a systematic exploitation of the potential of this 
channel. The significant effort tied to working around system limitations by means of manual 
intervention, as sketched above, certainly is not a satisfactory solution. Furthermore, one observes a 
lack of co-ordination and communication between the dismantling operation on the one hand and the 
parts planning on the other hand. In this way, one might dismantle parts that eventually turn out not to 
be needed. At the same time, dismantling opportunities may be left untouched since parts needs are 
not visible to the operations department. On the planning side, expensive new parts may be ordered 
although they would be available against little cost from dismantling. In the best case, such an order 
may be cancelled later on. In the worst case, the new part may have to be scrapped, and the investment 
is lost. 

Given these shortcomings, IBM initiated our project in co-operation with its Global Logistics 
Development Group in Amsterdam. Our goal was to develop a proposal for a systematic integration of 
dismantling as a regular source into spare parts planning. 

 

4. Lessons Learned from Literature 

Several streams of research documented in literature provide insight that is helpful for tackling this 
problem. The most straightforward link points to the theory of repairable inventory systems, which has 
brought about a rich body of literature since the 1960s [see, e.g. Nahmias, 1981]. This work models 
networks of stocking points of repairable items, such as spare parts. Given a probabilistic demand 
process and repair capabilities, appropriate stock levels are determined for each item at each location. 
Some of the seminal work in this field is due to Sherbrooke [1968]. IBM uses related approaches for 
determining the stock levels of its repairable spare parts. 
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A key assumption of the above models concerns the fact that item returns are generated by failures in 
the field and therefore trigger an immediate demand for a replacement. This reflects the closed-loop 
character of rotable spare parts systems. However, the dismantling source described in the previous 
section clearly violates this assumption. Supply from this channel stems from end-of-lease equipment 
or environmental take-back that are, in principle, independent of spare parts demand. Therefore, 
managing IBM’s dismantling source goes beyond the scope of traditional repairable inventory theory. 

In recent years several authors have addressed stochastic inventory models with item returns that are 
closer to our setting. One may distinguish single-level models that assume returns to be added directly 
to the serviceable stock, and bi-level models where returns may be stocked before being recovered. 
Within the former class, Heyman [1977] analyzes disposal of returns such as to optimize the tradeoff 
between additional inventory carrying costs and procurement savings. Inderfurth [1997] addresses the 
disposal decision and the procurement policy simultaneously. In a related paper we have shown that a 
model with independent demand and returns can, under certain conditions, be reduced to a 
conventional inventory model, such that methods and results from traditional inventory theory are 
applicable to the return case (see Fleischmann and Kuik [2002]). We used this model as a basic tool in 
our analysis of the situation at IBM (see below). 

In case recovery may be postponed until returned items are actually needed, the inventory control 
problem is becoming significantly more complex. In these bi-level models, optimal policies with a 
simple structure are only obtained in a few special cases (see Inderfurth [1997]). Therefore, several 
heuristics have been proposed for this setting (see e.g. van der Laan et al. [1999]). Kiesmüller and 
Minner [2001] and Mahadevan et al. [2002] have recently proposed simple approximation formulas 
for setting the control parameters, analogous with the usual normal demand approximations for 
standard inventory models (see e.g. Silver at al. [1998, Chapter 7]).  

In addition to these models, which explicitly consider item returns, we found analogies with inventory 
models from other contexts helpful. In particular, we mention two-supplier models and models with 
price discounts. Two-supplier models consider the coordination of orders from a cheaper yet slower 
supplier and from a faster yet more expensive one. Typically, the latter one is used as an emergency 
source if stock levels drop excessively low, see e.g. Moinzadeh and Nahmias [1988]. Similarly, in our 
case dismantling, repair, and new buy represent alternative supply sources that need to be coordinated. 
Yet, the tradeoff is different here, as the cheapest source (dismantling) is also the fastest one. 

Several authors have considered the impact of temporary price discounts on inventory control 
decisions (see e.g. Silver et al. [1993], Moinzadeh [1997]). Discounts, in general, result in higher stock 
levels. The basic tradeoff is between additional inventory costs and future procurement savings. This 
setting has much in common with the situation we observed at IBM. Product returns for dismantling 
can be interpreted as temporary procurement opportunities with a price discount. Yet the 
correspondence is not perfect, as returned products that are not recovered need to be disposed of and 
since dismantled parts need to be tested and possibly repaired before being reusable. 

 

5. Structuring the Problem 

In our project we subdivided the overall goal of establishing a systematic dismantling source into three 
core issues, namely (i) the design of the dismantling channel, (ii) the selection of which parts to 
disassemble from a given machine, and (iii) the coordination of dismantling with the other parts 
supply sources. Below we discuss the issues related to each of these areas. 

Considering the first issue, one needs to define per part type the processes that a part from a returned 
machine needs to undergo before being reusable. The general steps include the actual disassembly, 
testing, and possibly repair and/or upgrading. In particular, one needs to specify for which part types 
dismantling is technically feasible at all. In general, dismantling is considered for electronic 
components such as expensive cards or hard-disc assemblies, which often may be reused ‘as is’ once 
they have been successfully tested. In contrast, parts that are subject to mechanical wear, such as 
keyboards, cannot be recovered in a satisfactory way. In addition, design changes that require older 
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parts to be upgraded need to be taken into account. In our project we left the specification of the 
required processing steps per part type to the expertise of the engineering department.  

From a logistics perspective, we need to address the coordination of the individual processing steps, 
considering the resulting parts flow. In particular, this refers to locating intermediate inventory buffers. 
To this end, we note that we did not observe any significant economies of scale with respect to the lot 
size in any of the processing steps and that capacity limitations appeared to be negligible. Therefore, 
inventories in the dismantling channel primarily play a role as a means for postponing processing 
expenses until parts are needed. We recall that testing, including potential upgrading, is the major 
value adding activity within the dismantling channel. In contrast, disassembling parts from a given 
machine is a relatively quick, low cost operation. In this light, an inventory buffer appears to make 
sense before the test operation in the first place. 

In our analysis we therefore considered two alternative channel designs, which we denote in the sequel 
as ‘pull’ versus ‘push’ dismantling. In the first case one builds up a stock of dismantled parts on which 
test orders can be placed when needed, in analogy with the traditional repair channel. In the second 
case dismantled parts are tested as soon as available, after which they are directly added to the 
serviceable stock. As explained, the first option benefits from postponing the investment for testing, 
which reduces opportunity costs and the risk of testing parts that are no longer needed. On the other 
hand, the second option avoids stocking defective parts and reduces the throughput time, which may 
reduce safety stock. We evaluated the tradeoff between both alternatives in our analysis as explained 
below. 

Concerning the second issue above, one needs to decide which parts to disassemble upon arrival of a 
returned machine, given the channel design. While for a small-scale operation it was sufficient to rely 
on the responsible engineers’ intuition, growing volumes call for a more systematic analysis of the 
financial consequences. Since dismantling opportunities do not, in general, occur exactly when the 
corresponding parts are needed, one needs to make a tradeoff between immediate costs and expected 
future savings. As disassembly costs are low we consider each part independently. This approach 
suggests to disassemble those parts, for which the costs for disassembly and testing discounted to the 
expected moment of use are lower than the cost of disposal plus an alternative future supply 
discounted to the same moment. When all cost rates are given, this rule comes down to specifying a 
maximum expected time in stock, or equivalently a maximum stock level beyond which parts are 
disposed (compare Heyman [1977]). 

We add a few remarks concerning the different cost rates. First of all, one needs to be careful with the 
use of holding cost rates in this context. We were confronted with the argument that dismantling was 
becoming unattractive if parts were kept in the ‘expensive’ serviceable stock. The point is that this 
stock is valued against the weighted average cost over all supply channels. However, a closer look 
reveals that holding costs based on this valuation do not provide an appropriate basis for the tradeoff 
of using or not using a given dismantling opportunity. Second, the expected future savings assigned to 
a current dismantling decision should be measured relative to the supply source that would have been 
used otherwise. The share of each source in the total supply can be estimated based on lifecycle 
planning information. Third, internal transfer prices may distort the view on the savings potential of 
the dismantling source. We observed controversial debates e.g. on how to deal with the remaining 
book value of a returned lease machine. Our argument is that the decision whether or not to recover a 
given part should be based exclusively on direct financial implications. Following a supply chain 
perspective, we did not take department boundaries into account in our analysis. We add as a side-
remark that this discussion also underlines the need for a global return dispositioning, that carefully 
evaluates the potential benefit of alternative recovery options. In the present study we focused on 
dismantling though, and took return dispositioning as a given. 

The third main issue that we addressed in our investigation concerns the coordination of dismantling 
with other parts supply sources, notably new buy and repair. In particular, this refers to the question of 
how the dismantling supply should be reflected in the order decisions on those sources. Given the 
uncertainty around the dismantling channel, planners that we talked to were reluctant to rely on any 
dismantling input before it was actually available. We refer to this policy as ‘reactive’ in the sequel. 
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Yet others argued for a more proactive approach, seeking to reduce stock levels by adjusting orders for 
expected future dismantling supply. The key quantity, in this context, concerns the dismantling 
volume that becomes available during the effective leadtime of other channels, which typically 
amounts to several weeks. 

We observe that the possibilities of a proactive coordination are tightly linked with the information 
that is available on future dismantling opportunities. In the situation of our project this information 
was scarce. The exact timing of machine returns appeared hard to forecast. (Note that this is true even 
in a lease environment since the customer typically has many options for influencing the actual return 
date, e.g. by extending the contract or by purchasing the machine.) Moreover, it was not clear 
beforehand whether a given machine would be available for dismantling and which parts exactly it 
contained. Given these uncertainties, we have focused on assessing the potential benefit of more 
reliable return forecasting information. To this end, we have analyzed alternative reactive and 
proactive coordination strategies, supposing that the corresponding information was made available. 

 

6. Analytic Model and Simulation 

Our solution approach for the above logistics issues was twofold. On the one hand, we addressed a 
basic inventory control model with product returns, which we could solve analytically. On the other 
hand, we built a simulation model that captures more details of the problem. In both cases, we 
considered the service network as a single aggregate stock point. The issue of how to allocate 
inventory to the different network locations goes beyond the scope of our project. 

In essence, integrating dismantling into IBM’s parts planning concerns managing an exogenous 
inbound product flow. The most basic setting of this problem is reflected by a single stock point, 
which faces stochastic demand and stochastic returns. In our project this corresponds with the case that 
all dismantling opportunities are used, disassembled parts are tested immediately upon arrival, and 
there is only one alternative supply source, namely new buy. Mathematically this situation comes 
down to a standard single item inventory model where demand may be positive or negative. We were 
able to prove that in this situation a conventional reorder-point order-up-to (s,S) order policy 
minimizes long-run average costs, if demand and returns are independent, recovery of returns is faster 
than external supply, and any unmet demand is backordered [Fleischmann and Kuik, 2002]. While the 
two first conditions hold in our case, the third one does not. In case of a stockout situation IBM issues 
an emergency supply, which mathematically speaking corresponds with a lost sales model. Yet for 
sake of simplicity we used the backorder model as a proxy in our analysis. Specifically, since fixed 
order costs played a subordinate role in our case we used it in the special form of an (S-1,S) base stock 
model. That means, whenever the inventory position, comprising stock on-hand plus on-order minus 
backorders, drops below a certain target level S at a review epoch, an external order is placed such as 
to return to level S. In the appendix we give a formal definition of this model. 

Results from queueing theory allow us to compute the stationary probability distribution of the 
inventory position. Specifically, the inventory position at a review epoch is distributed as S plus a 
random walk on the nonnegative integers. Moreover, as in standard inventory models with 
backlogging we have that the net stock is distributed as the inventory position minus demand during a 
leadtime plus review period, which are stochastically independent. This allows us to calculate the 
long-run average costs for our model as a function of the target base stock level S and thus to compare 
different strategies for setting  this target. 

While this basic model captures much of the essence of IBM’s dismantling source it certainly is a 
simplification of the real system. In particular, the following aspects are not included explicitly: the 
situation at IBM involves two important supply sources in addition to dismantling rather than a single 
one, namely new buy and repair; disassembled parts may possibly be stocked before being tested; both 
the dismantling channel and the repair channel have an imperfect yield; demand in a stockout situation 
is expedited rather than backlogged. Including all of these aspects in an analytic model is prohibitive. 
We therefore developed a simulation model in order to test our findings in a more detailed picture. 
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Figure 3: Our simulation model reflects the interaction between three alternative parts sources 

Figure 3 summarizes the structure of our simulation model. Specifically, we included the following 
elements: 

- machine return process: 
used machines containing the specified part arrive at random moments in small batches of varying 
size; given the lack of reliable data we opt for a stationary model; rather than modeling the product 
lifecycle explicitly, we evaluated the model for different parameter settings that reflect different 
stages in the lifecycle; 

- dismantling selection: 
depending on actual stock levels and expected future demand, the part is either dismantled or 
scrapped with the remainder of the machine; 

- dismantling process: 
as discussed above, economies of scale are small at this stage; moreover capacity restrictions are 
loose due to the small arrival batches; therefore we assume a fixed processing time and a constant 
cost per unit;  

- dismantling stock: 
in line with the above discussion, dismantled parts may possibly be stocked before testing; 

- test/upgrade process: 
we assume again a fixed processing time and constant unit costs; a dismantled part passes the test 
process with a fixed probability and is scrapped otherwise; 

- serviceable stock: 
as discussed above, we model the serviceable stock in the service network as a single inventory 
level;  

- new buy orders: 
orders are generated periodically and arrive after a fixed leadtime; unit costs are constant; 

- defective parts return process: 
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each demand triggers the return of a defective part with a constant probability; 

- repairable stock: 
defectives are stocked until a repair order is placed; 

- repair process: 
in analogy with the test process we assume a fixed repair yield, a fixed processing time, and 
constant unit costs; 

- demand process: 
in analogy with the return process, parts demand occurs at random moments at a stationary rate; 
demand during a stockout situation is expedited, thereby causing a penalty cost; 

The model encompasses three sets of decisions that reflect our general discussion above, namely 
choosing whether or not to make use of a given dismantling opportunity, controlling test orders on 
dismantled parts, and adjusting the order strategies for other sources, i.e. repair and new buy. For each 
of them we evaluated the different alternatives motivated above. To this end, we compared average 
annual costs, consisting of procurement costs (new buy order costs and processing costs for 
dismantling, testing, and repair), holding costs (serviceable stock, repairable stock, and possibly 
dismantled stock), and stockout penalty costs. 

 

7. Findings and Recommendations 

Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the outcomes of the analytic model and the simulation, respectively. While 
the underlying data in this example does not correspond with any specific IBM part, the results are 
representative of our findings. See the appendix for the detailed parameter values. 

Figure 4 shows the average inventory and backorder costs as a function of the dismantling coverage 
(in  percentage of demand) for three alternative order policies, i.e. for three alternative strategies for 
setting the base stock target S, in terms of our model. The solid line corresponds with using the 
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optimal base stock level for controlling new buy orders in each case. The dotted line concerns a 
reactive policy that does not take the dismantling coverage into account for determining the base stock 
target. Note that this comes down to applying the optimal target for the case without dismantling 
throughout the entire interval. The dashed line corresponds with a netting policy that reduces the target 
level of the case without dismantling by the expected dismantling supply during the order lead time 
plus review period. 

Figure 5 compares the costs for several alternative strategies in the simulation model. The two 
rightmost columns depict total costs without dismantling and with a dismantling coverage of 30%. 
Procurement costs in case of dismantling are identical across all strategies. The remaining columns 
break up the inventory related costs in more detail. The leftmost column concerns the case without 
dismantling and uses optimal base stock targets for controlling new buy and repair orders. The other 
columns correspond with six alternative strategies for integrating the dismantling source, based on two 
alternative channel designs and three alternative coordination mechanisms with the original sources. 
The push policies test each dismantled part immediately, while the pull policies build up inventory of 
dismantled parts, on which test orders are placed according to a base stock policy. Analogous with the 
analytic model, the reactive policies use the base stock target levels of the case without dismantling for 
controlling new buy and repair orders. The netting policies reduces new buy orders by the expected 
dismantling input during the order lead time plus review period. The optimal policies rely on jointly 
optimizing the order levels for the different sources, given the dismantling channel design. 

The outcomes of our models provide a basis for assessing the different options for integrating the 
dismantling source into the parts planning. We discuss our observations and recommendations in the 
order of their cost impact. 

First of all, we observe that procurement costs largely outweigh inventory related costs in all cases. 
This effect is clearly reflected in Figure 5. Therefore, exploitation of dismantling opportunities should 
be maximized. This result is also reflected in the fact that the critical storage time computed in the 
dismantling selection tradeoff is hardly ever reached. In the example in Figure 5 we limited the 
demand horizon for dismantling to one year, yet the actual storage time never exceeded 3 months. 
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Figure 5: The simulation output shows the cost break-up of the alternative strategies for integrating 
the dismantling source. 
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These observations hold throughout the scenarios that we analyzed. Naturally, the overall cost 
reduction achieved by dismantling very much depends on the differences in unit processing costs. Yet 
the dominance of procurement costs over inventory related costs was literally unaffected by this factor. 
We found this relationship changed only in case of very high dismantling supply (beyond 90% of 
demand). We note that Teunter and Vlachos [2002] have recently presented similar results. 

Based on these observations we recommended to make use of any dismantling opportunity as long as 
there is any uncovered demand. Holding costs are hardly relevant to this decision. Scrapping reusable 
parts only makes sense at the end of a part’s lifecycle when parts risk not being used at all. In 
particular, dismantling should be terminated once the available stock is sufficient to cover the 
remainder of the service horizon. Similarly, engineering changes may be a factor of importance in this 
context. 

Second, return forecasting information may allow for a significant stock reduction through improved 
coordination of alternative supply sources. A reactive approach, which only takes dismantled parts 
into account once they are available, consistently yields the highest costs in all of the cases we 
analyzed. The magnitude of the cost advantage of a more proactive coordination depends on several 
factors but can easily approach 50%. This ratio tends to increase with the lead times of the original 
channels, the dismantling coverage, and the demand volume. As expected, a simple netting approach 
of reducing orders on more expensive sources by the expected dismantling supply during their 
leadtime is overly optimistic, as it treats returns as a perfectly reliable source. Uncertainty in the return 
process causes the servicelevel to drop. Yet from a cost perspective netting turned out to be 
surprisingly close to the optimal policy in many cases and consistently outperformed reactive 
strategies. Optimal coordination is achieved by reducing the original order sizes by somewhat less 
than the expected dismantling supply. A certain safety margin should be employed to buffer against 
return uncertainty. The size of this correction increases with the variability of the machine return 
process. 

These results clearly highlight the benefits of reliable forecasting information on the returns of used 
equipment. Potential starting points for building up this type of information include historical data, 
installed base data, and product lifecycle data. Our models provide the basis for a cost benefit analysis 
of a corresponding information system. In addition to statistical forecasting methods, advanced 
information technology may allow for actually monitoring or even controlling product returns. We 
return to this issue below. 

Third, the choice between a push and a pull strategy for dismantling had a fairly limited cost impact in 
all of the cases that we analyzed. This is supported by the fact that the average time in the dismantling 
stock in case of pull is very short. In general, postponing the testing of dismantled parts tended to yield 
a slight cost advantage in the case of reactive coordination and partly in the case of netting. On the 
other hand, a push channel slightly outperformed a pull channel for the optimal policy. Yet in all cases 
the effect of the channel design is clearly subordinate to the impact of the coordination strategy. 

Given the very limited postponement even in case of a pull design, we recommended testing all 
dismantled parts immediately. By eliminating the intermediate stock location, this policy yields 
additional benefits in terms of administration and handling. Moreover, managing such a push policy is 
easier than optimizing the exact timing of the test operation for each part. In analogy with our remark 
concerning the dismantling selection, a slight modification of the dismantling policy may be beneficial 
at the end of a part’s lifecycle. Once it is no longer sure whether a given part will eventually be 
needed, it may make sense to put aside a number of untested parts as an additional backup. 

 

8. Conclusions 

We presented our findings to IBM’s internal service logistics consulting group, that has been involved 
in the design of an IBM-wide parts planning system and in managing the interface with the Asset 
Recovery business unit. Feedback was very positive. Our partners appreciated the systematic analysis 
of the underlying logistics processes, which they felt helped them identify and understand the different 
design alternatives. They stated that our results provided a good basis for integrating the dismantling 
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source into spare parts management in a well-structured way. In addition, our analysis of the 
alternative dismantling channel designs has triggered a yet ongoing discussion on similar issues in the 
repair channel. Our project partners also believed that our clear statements concerning the dominance 
of procurement costs over inventory related costs, would help reduce skepticism within the 
organization as to the benefits of dismantling despite the burden of its inherent uncertainty. Moreover, 
the benefits of coordination, which our study clearly revealed, provided them with another strong 
argument for an overall integrated parts planning system. 

In the meantime, the dismantling operation has been moved under the responsibility of the Asset 
Recovery organization. In line with our recommendation, parts for which a test process is available are 
dismantled, based on the forecasted uncovered demand within a certain time horizon. Moreover, all 
dismantled parts are tested before being stocked. Moving from the original case-by-case decision to 
this systematic rule has allowed for increasing the overall dismantling volume to millions of parts. In 
particular, the dismantling portfolio has been extended from a few high value parts to high volume 
commodity parts. In this way, average parts costs have been reduced and the value extracted from used 
equipment has been growing. Overall benefits amount to several million US$ annually. In view of 
these results dismantling will be incorporated as a regular source in the new parts management system, 
which is currently being prepared.  

What can managers learn from our experience? We believe that the following lessons may be useful. 
First, we would like to draw attention to the option of exploiting product returns as a source of spare 
parts. To date, many reverse logistics systems focus on recovering products as a whole. Yet, ever 
decreasing product lifecycles are limiting the market opportunities for this option. In contrast, service 
business covers much longer horizons and thereby provides extra opportunities for extracting value 
from product return streams. This is the more true since regular sourcing options for spare parts are 
becoming limited at later stages of the service horizon. Second, return dispositioning needs to be 
carefully managed in order to maximize the value recovered. In particular, the previous argument 
underlines that the value of a product’s components may exceed its value as a product. Instead of 
simplistic priority rules, dispositioning therefore requires a conscious analysis of the financial results 
of all available reuse options. Third, information management is key to realizing an efficient closed-
loop supply chain. Many companies today accept product returns as a given, to which they only react 
once they have it in their hands. In our analysis we have illustrated that a more proactive perspective 
that recognizes returns as valuable resources yields tangible benefits. To this end, companies must 
understand their return flows and be able to anticipate on them. While developing great sophistication 
in demand forecasting, few companies to date are collecting any systematic data on product returns. 
Yet return forecasting is but a first step. Even greater opportunities come into reach as companies use 
information for actively managing their returns rather than accepting them as a given. Advances in 
information technology, including data logging, radio frequency identification, and remote sensing 
provide ever more powerful means for pursuing this road. 
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Appendix 

• Definition of the (S-1,S) inventory model with product returns 

Notation: 

- Dn net demand (i.e. demand – returns) in period n 

- In inventory position at the beginning of period n after ordering 

- Yn net stock at the end of period n 

- S order-up-to level 

- ch holding cost per item per time 
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- cb backorder cost per item per time 

- τ order lead time 

We assume (Dn) to be a sequence of independent, identically distributed random variables with 
E[Dn]>0. Then (In) forms a Markov chain with the following transition rule 

In+1 = max (S, In – Dn). 

Moreover, we have the relation  

∑ = −− −= τ
τ 0i innn DIY  

where the two operands on the right hand side are independent. This allows us to evaluate the long 
run average system costs, defined as 

limn→∞ E[ch max(0,Yn) + cb max(0,-Yn)]. 

 

• Parameter settings Figure 4 

- Dn  = Dn
+ - Dn

- 

- Dn
+ ~ Poisson(10) 

- Dn
- ~ Poisson(λ), with λ ∈  [0 ; 9.75] 

- ch = $ 1,- / item / period 

- cb = $ 50,- / item / period 

- τ = 5 

  

• Parameter setting Figure 5 

- part demand process (unit/month): ~ Poisson(100) 

- part return probability: 0.8 

- machine return batch arrival (unit/month): ~ Poisson(8.569) 

- machine return batch size: ~ Uniform[1;10] 

- test yield dismantling: 0.7 

- repair yield: 0.5 

- lead time new buy: 2 months 

- lead time repair: 1.5 months 

- lead time dismantling: 0.25 months 

- unit order cost new buy: $ 100,- 

- unit repair cost: $ 50,- 

- unit dismantling cost: $ 40,- 

- unit stockout cost: $ 110,- 

- annual holding cost rate: 20% 
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